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For this assignment I chose to deconstruct and jam the above ad. This advertisement is part 

of Tom Ford’s 2007 cologne for men ad campaign, and believe it or not, this ad is the least 

crude one of the series.  

… FOR MEN? 

CULTURE JAM ASSIGNMENT 
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TITILLATION 

DECONSTRUCTING THE AD 

This advertisement depicts a woman – well some of a woman – her breasts at least. In fact, the 

whole ad is basically a close up shot of breasts with a cologne bottle prominently placed in 

between them. The text on the ad is very clear and easy to read as it states in large letters “FOR 

MEN,” and in smaller writing it clarifies it is referring to the cologne. 

My initial reaction to this advertisement was that it is blatantly objectifying women and 

very overtly sexual. Rather than wanting to purchase cologne, I felt the ad was 

uncomfortably graphic, and the blatant “sex sells” strategy was predictable and 

tactless.  

Assumptions: 

Presumably the purpose of the ad is to sell cologne. And I am guessing the target 

audience is men. But, this ad makes some very misguided assumptions. Its major 

assumption is that men are controlled by their impulses, and that by appealing to their 

sexual urges they will convince men to buy cologne. It also assumes that men will have 

no reservations about seeing a woman portrayed in such a manner. This ad indicates 

that all men are fine with this type of objectification and will enjoy seeing a women 

represented as a body that is for them.   

These assumptions are not only unrealistic, but they are demeaning to the intellect and 

sensitivity of men.  These assumptions reinforce the cultural stereotypes of the 

unemotional, reactionary, lustful man. This stereotype creates a situation where men 

are not allowed to express their emotions and where they feel pressured into accepting, 

or praising, these types of ads for fear of being ostracized.   

Message: 

This ad is packed full of misguided messages for both men and women. It illustrates to 

women and girls that our bodies are objects, and it is okay for them to be dismembered 

and objectified.  

While at the same time it sends a message to men and boys that it is prevalent and 

accepted for them to act on urges and impulses, and that they are meant to be swayed 

by this type of message. The message of this ad not only suggest to boys and men that 

they are captives of their desires, but it also perpetuates the idea that objectification of 

women is acceptable, or even necessary.  

Consequences: 

This ad very blatantly suggests, to both sexes, that the female body as a thing that can 

be possessed, and that it is “for men”. These messages not only create unrealistic 

expectations and perspectives for men and women, but they also undermine societies 

ability to move toward gender liberty; where people are free to be themselves 

regardless of gender norms.  

  

KILLING US SOFTLY 

“Women’s bodies 

continue to be 

dismembered in 

advertising… which of 

course, is the most 

dehumanizing things you 

can do to someone. Not 

only is she a thing, but 

just one part of that thing 

is focused on” (Kilbourne 

2:41). 
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I chose “jam” this ad in this particular way for two reasons: First, I wanted to demonstrate the 

absurdity of using breasts to sell cologne, and second I wanted to expose the sexualization of 

breasts in this ad. 

... THAT’S MORE LIKE IT! 

CULTURE JAM ASSIGNMENT 
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SUSTENANCE  

JAMMING THE AD 

Here I want to discuss my reasons behind my “jamming” of this ad.  

Reason One: 

The first reason for my “jamming” decision is pretty straight forward. I wanted to reveal 

the ridiculousness of using breasts to sell cologne. I wanted to create something that 

had the same effect that an acoustic version of a pop song has; something that subtly 

yet deliberately reveals the senselessness of the message. I thought contrasting the 

cologne with a baby bottle highlighted the irrelevance of breasts to cologne. And once 

the irrelevance of the breasts is apparent then the absurdity of a blatant sexualization 

of breasts to sell cologne becomes extremely obvious. If people are able to examine an 

ad and identify its actual content, then they have a better chance of combatting the 

oppressive and inappropriate messages it is delivering.     

Reason Two: 

The second reason for the direction of my “jamming” was much more personal. I 

wanted to address the specific cultural issue of hyper-sexualizing breasts, and how it 

has affected our cultures perspective on breastfeeding. As a new mom have 

discovered that the western over-sexualization of breasts has created an atmosphere 

where breastfeeding is very often rejected and disparaged. People have become so 

used to breasts being used a sex-symbol that they no longer appreciate, or even 

tolerate, the true purpose of breasts; to provide sustenance to a growing human. 

Conclusion: 

The original ad is one of many advertisements that perpetuates the idea that breasts 

are sexual objects. This idea creates a strange cultural impairment that encourages a 

hostile environment for mothers trying to provide their infants with the best possible 

nourishment. Furthermore, the demeaning and offensive nature of this type of 

advertising disseminates destructive stereotypes that degrade our society.   

 

EMBARASSED 

“No more will I sit on 

these cold toilet lids, 

no matter how 

embarrassed I feel as 

she sips. Cuz’ in a 

country of billboards 

covered in tits, I think I 

should try to get used 

to this” (McNish 3:33). 


